
INFLATABLE RADAR PITCH

1. Make sure the area is clear and then unplug the unit.

2. After unit is fully deflated, fold sides in towards the center. Then roll from FRONT to back.

3. Insert inflatable radar pitch unit in bag.

1. Remove any debris from the set up area that may damage the unit.  Take inflatable from bag,
 unroll the unit.  Please double check for overhead utility wires.

2. Insert cone on blower into the air shoot on the back side of the unit.
 Plug in blower to a secure 15 amp outlet.  You may use ONE 50 ft
 extension cord of 12 gauge or higher.

3. After the radar pitch is fully inflated, stake the corners with the stakes provided.
*If on pavement, tie to the cement buckets provided.

4. Turn on the Radar Box by pushing the on button in the upper left corner of the box.  It is
 possible that the box will turn off if not used for a period of time.  Should this be the case,
 simply push the “On” button again.
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Equipment:

1 Red Bag with Inflatable Radar Pitch 1 1.0 H.P.Blower,
1  Radar Box
4 Corner Stakes & Ropes                          3 Tennis Balls
1 12 gauge extension cord
(4 Buckets and Tarp if on cement)
$75 cleaning fee IF returned Wet/Muddy

NEVER
Set up or operate

in rain, winds over 15-20
mph, or in temperatures

less than 40°!
SAFETY
FIRST!

Set-Up

Take Down

$75 cleaning fee if unit is returned wet/muddy



Inflatable Radar Pitch - Radar Box Instructions

The Radar Device is inside this box, open the
box.  Remove the device.  (Note the batteries in-
side are EXTRA, device has batteries installed)

Remove the wing nut from the device

Place device on top of box - with lid open put wing
nut on to secure device to box lid.

Turn device on,  then click the mph button (mph
will be illuminated on the front)
Place radar in the back corner of the inflatable

Reverse these to return the radar device.




